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Abstract. In view of that the current information management and service 

efficiency of most pension institutions is low and can not meet the needs of 

the elderly for professional care, combined with the convenience of the 

current application of the Internet, a dynamic community management 

system for the elderly was designed. This system is designed for managers 

and members in the community, and it is composed of five modules: 

membership management, housing management, check-in management, 

entertainment venue management and user management. In the realization 

of multiple sub-functions, the combination of file operation and structure 

array makes the structure clear and complete. At the same time, the 

realization of sub-functions directly applies the array function, reducing the 

number of lines of code inside the function, making the function more 

prominent and easier to identify. 

1 Introduction 

At present, the problem of aging population in society is becoming increasingly serious. 

Most pension institutions have low informatization level, lack of modern service equipment, 

low management, and service efficiency, which cannot meet the needs of the elderly for 

professional care[1,2]. In order to improve the living standard of the elderly while 

improving the economic level, reduce the work intensity of nursing staff, and improve the 

management level of nursing homes, it requires the application of Internet & Pension 

combined with intelligent hardware and software, namely the information platform.  

It will be of great benefit to improve the elderly pension service level using information 

technology to build the pension service platform and provide information network services. 

If the development of pension system is in harmony with the construction of smart city, it 

will also inject new vitality and vitality into the high-quality development of pension 

service[3,4]. 

The dynamic community management system for the elderly will bring convenience to 

community managers and residents through powerful computer technology. It constructs 

entertainment facilities and community ecology for the elderly in their daily life into the 

system, so that the elderly can enjoy community life conveniently and the management of 

the staff is more effective. This reduces the consumption of human resources in community 
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management and reduces administrative costs while improving the accuracy and reliability 

of information, improving community management and personnel services, and 

establishing an efficient information transmission and service platform. 

2 Construction of the management system 

The dynamic community management system is designed for community managers and the 

members of the community (elderly or perhaps the children of the elderly, i.e. the 

customers who actually use the system). The system consists of five main modules: 

membership management, housing management, check-in management, entertainment 

venue management and user management. The construction of the system is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Construction of the dynamic community management system for the elderly. 

The membership management module, which mainly deals with all data and 

information related to members, consists of several sub-modules: add member, search 

member, revise member, delete member, buy house and other operations. This module 

realizes the flexible update and modification of member information. When members 

purchase houses, the module can also provide housing information query. 

The housing management module is targeted at community managers. It mainly deals 

with the relationship between houses and whether members check in, such as recording the 

basic situation of the house, purchasing, or using of the houses, which can better facilitate 

the management of the houses. The housing management module can realize two major 

functions, that is, community managers can build optional houses, and members can query 

optional rooms. In the house inquiry, the system sets up several parameters such as house 

number, house price, house size, house type, and house state to achieve the management of 

house information. 

The check-in management module is the core module of the software system, including 

four sub-modules of buying house, checking in, renting out and applying for entertainment 
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facilities. These four sub-modules build entertainment facilities and community ecology in 

the daily life of the elderly into the system. 

The entertainment venue management module is targeted at community managers, 

mainly dealing with the renting of entertainment venue facilities in the community, which 

can make it more efficient for residents to use community venue facilities. Module is 

divided into three sub-modules including add, select, and delete entertainment venue 

facilities. 

The user management module is targeted at the community staff, which belongs to the 

most basic part of the system. It is related to all staff in the community and deals with the 

basic data of all staff in the whole community. The operations include adding, modifying, 

deleting, and viewing the member to be served. The function of this module makes the 

management of staff more effective. 

3 Implementation and debugging 

In the construction of the membership module, a while (1) loop is used to find the ID 

number of the member. Since we do not know whether the community members have 

houses or how many houses they have, we use loop statements to output the house 

information, and use fflush(stdin) to clear the cache.  

In addition, to ensure that each member's information is unique, a double loop is 

established in the membership management module to achieve error reporting when 

members enter repeated information and provide an operation interface for users to re-enter. 

The C code is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. A double loop in the membership management module. 

When a user buys a house, if only purchase data is added to the system, a house may be 

purchased repeatedly by multiple users. To avoid this case and make the code more realistic, 

“hs[i].house statue” was introduced in the housing management module, as shown in Figure 

3,where “0” means available for purchase, “1” means check-in. With this improvement in 

the software system, houses can be purchased only when they are available. 
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Fig. 3. Hs[i].house statue applied to the housing management module. 

When building sub-functions in each module, it is usually to open and write files 

repeatedly, which is inconvenient for the simplicity of the program. Therefore, a large 

number of functions about file reading and output are built, which can effectively reduce 

the amount of code writing for each module. Structure arrays are also used in the 

programming of each module of the system instead of linked list structure. By calling the 

array one by one in the program, the functions of each module of the system can be realized 

and more prominent to identify. For example, as shown in Figure 4, the following codes 

contains the array functions in the housing management and member management. 

4 Conclusions 

The dynamic community management system for the elderly is very important for the 

construction of pension information platform. The software system serves the elderly and 

community managers, including five modules of member management, housing 

management, check-in management, venue facilities management and user management. 

The realization of the system can make it convenient for the elderly enjoy community life, 

and managers can manage more effectively. The system pays attention to the combination 

of file operation and structure array to make the software system complete. In particular, 

the array function is directly applied in the module construction of membership, 
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entertainment facilities, add member, deletion, modification and so on, which will reduce 

the number of lines of code inside the function and make the system function more 

prominent and easier to identify. 

 

Fig. 4. Array functions in software system. 
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